Variation of the hyperacuity gap function with age.
Responses to hyperacuity stimuli are processed in quite a different manner by the central nervous system than many other stimuli such as resolution targets or increment threshold stimuli. With increased attention being paid to visual response in aging individuals, it is important to study how these response paradigms are affected by age. In this analysis, otherwise normal observers 20 to 85 years of age were studied. The hyperacuity gap test was used. As defined, this is a vernier test using a two-point test array. This particular format was chosen because the resultant data are less distorted by image blur, scatter, and astigmatism than other designs we have studied. The gap or feature separation between the two small targets (which were aligned vertically) was increased logarithmically using octave steps and the hyperacuity threshold (setting variance) was measured for each step. No systematic variation of vernier hyperacuity threshold was found with increasing age within the range of ages or gaps tested. This is important because it can serve as a valuable control and reference for other clinical studies of aging.